We Are Playing for Keeps.

9 a.m. on a Saturday morning in
April. Representing over 70 cultures
and 100 neighbourhoods across the
GTA, 300 people gather in a George
Brown College lecture hall to kick off
two intensive weekends of Playing
for Keeps (P4K) community leadership training. For many in the room,
participating in P4K will be their first
volunteer experience.

By Jamie Bradburn

➞

The design workshops showed that describing physical activities as “play” would attract more participants. Few community
members recognized either of the multi-sport games, while the
term “sports” suggested requiring athletic skills they lacked.
“Play” conveys fun, imagination, and a relaxed tone more likely to
engage people. From this strategy grew the concept of volunteerled neighbourhood games, which have covered activities ranging
from hopscotch to soccer tournaments. The events may also
include components which exercise the mind and body through
crafts, dance, music, and other artistic forms.

“You’re going to build networks,” Toronto Community Foundation
(TCF) president Rahul Bhardwaj assures the volunteers during his
introduction. “You’re going to learn great leadership skills, you’re
going to learn about civic engagement, and you’re going to begin
a personal and collective journey to make this city stronger than it
is now, community by community.”
While the age of the Volunteer Ambassador trainees runs the
spectrum (from aged 16 – 70+), over half attending are 25 years old
or under. Reasons drawing them to the program include sharing
their passion for sports, meeting their neighbours, and giving
back to the community. Most want to develop their leadership
skills, especially analytical, management, and networking talents.
There is a genuine sense of enthusiasm among the youth at the
session as they contemplate future benefits personally (in terms
of experience they can carry into the workforce) and communally. Their optimism is backed by feedback which indicates
that previous participants were surprised at the connections and
friendships built through the program.
Skill development has been a key goal from the inception of P4K.
When Toronto was awarded the 2012 Ontario Summer Games
and the 2015 Pan/Parapan American Games, TCF sensed an
opportunity to build a social legacy from these multi-sport games
alongside the investment in physical facilities across the Golden
Horseshoe. Over 400 people attended workshops held in Ajax,
Hamilton, and Toronto in spring 2011 to design a program which
would improve neighbourhood health through increased physical
activity and building personal connections.
From the data published in several Toronto’s Vital Signs
Reports, TCF grew concerned about residents - especially recent
immigrants - who desired a greater sense of belonging within
Toronto. During the design workshops, it also became clear
that people felt increasingly disconnected from their neighbours. Overall, there was a sense that both long-time residents
and newcomers wanted organized opportunities to get to know
each other.

P4K also encourages “try a sport” events, which introduce sports
from around the globe. Examples include a non-contact boxing
session run in association with the Mentoring Junior Kids
Organization and a round of the Brazilian game Peteka (similar to
badminton or volleyball, but played with a feathered shuttlecock).
Volunteer Ambassadors can get some financial support for Neighbourhood Games by applying for micro-grants up to $50 from a
P4K Hub. Currently consisting of 15 community organizations
including immigrant services, housing agencies, youth and senior
programs, these P4K Hubs have recruited most of the Volunteer
Ambassadors from their communities. They selected people who
could be volunteers within their organizations for years to come.
The hope is that the program regenerates the volunteer stream for
the participating organizations, as those involved in P4K discover
further ways to build their communities. Beyond the P4K Hubs,
the program relies on the contributions of more than 35 partners,
of which TCF, Toronto Pearson, and the Ontario Trillium
Foundation serve as the lead funders.
The volunteer base has grown gradually. When the four-day
community leadership training program, which was developed
with George Brown College, was introduced in June 2012, 160
people became Volunteer Ambassadors. That number rose to 200
in 2013 and 300 this year. The goal is to have 1,000 people trained
and ready to form a cohort which will run Neighbourhood Games,
be key legacy volunteers for the P4K Hubs, and build awareness
of the Pan/Parapan American Games via the TO2015 IGNITE
initiative.
The most important accomplishment of P4K may be the sense of
pride built through volunteering. The pride displayed by Volunteer Ambassadors when they receive their certificates at the end of
training. The pride in skills developed to build futures upon. The
pride in seeing people who were strangers enjoying themselves
at play.
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